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Mumonkan Case One 

Joshu’s Puppy 

 

THE CASE 

   A monk once asked Joshu, “Has a dog the Buddha nature?”  Joshu 

answered, “Mu.” 

 

 When it comes to the condition of the origin, it isn’t a question of how 

big it is, or how small it is. It is doing the activity of zero. We call that zero 

activity, tatha-aagata. The position of Nyorai Zen is to say that, when we analyze 

the activity of tatha-aagata, we see that it is comprised of tatha-gata, thus-going, 

and tatha-agata, thus-coming. When we personify that activity, we call it the 

dharma-kaya, or the great Buddha. The reason why we do that is because there 

is absolutely nothing to compare with the zero activity. But you have to really do 

the practice, you have to really do the training of doing the zero activity for 

yourself. Don’t just get tied up or caught up with the words. Don’t get caught up 

by the words, for example, there’s nothing to compare to the zero activity. 

When we talk about the zero activity, it means that that self which says "I am" 

has completely been dissolved, that you’ve completely thrown away the "I am." 
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The very first teaching that we teach in Tathagata Zen is to say that you have to 

find a way for yourself to really question yourself, and question how it is that 

you, how it is that this self which says "I am" is born from from the activity of 

zero. 

 We’re told that later on in his teaching career, because the word dharma 

seemed to be very popular at the time, the Buddha began calling the 

tatha-aagata activity the dharma activity. When we talk about the activity of 

dharma, in Sanskrit we say dharma-ta, and when we talk about the condition 

which is manifest from that activity, we say that it’s the dharma-kaya, or the 

dharma-dhatu. When we look carefully at that dharma activity, it’s moving with 

plus and minus as its content. In the end, even though the words are different, in 

Tathagata Zen we say that the tatha-aagata activity and the dharma activity are 

the same. The dharma activity, I just said, gives rise to the dharma-dhatu. We 

can also say that that means it gives rise to the great universe itself. When we 

practice Tathagata Zen, again we can personify the dharma activity and call it the 

activity of tatha-aagata.  

 I've been telling you over and over that this zero activity does an activity 

in which plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, alternately, repetitively, 

unify and face, over and over. I have been telling you, over and over, very 

carefully and in great detail, that as the zero activity does its repetitive activity of 

facing and unifying, over and over, always the plus and minus activities will be 

manifesting the situation that we call meeting each other.  

 Plus and minus, subject and object meet each other, but before they met 

each other, where were they? In order to discover the answer to that question, if 
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you were just doing napping zen, it’s not going to come to you. You’re never 

going to discover it. Before they met, the plus activity was at his origin. He was in 

his home, and he flew out from his home, and that is where he came from, and 

now he is meeting the minus activity, and in Tathagata Zen we ask you to 

actually demonstrate this. Every day we are meeting each other, so to 

demonstrate for me how plus and minus meet each other should be easy.  But 

maybe it’s not so easy. Maybe it’s difficult, and I think that people who are just 

beginning their zen practice are all in the position of, even though they’re 

actually doing this activity of meeting, they can’t demonstrate it to me.  

 As I've been telling you over and over, the teaching of Tathagata Zen is 

that, inevitably, plus and minus will simultaneously break through this place of 

having met each other, and when they break through, as they break through, 

through the activity of giving 0.001, they break through each other. They give 

equal amounts, and then minus goes on to experience the world of plus, and 

plus goes on to experience the world of minus, and then, simultaneously they 

arrive at each other’s origins. That plus 0.001 and minus 0.001 that was given by 

the original activities of plus and minus becomes one, and this condition of it 

having become one appears in between plus and minus, and that also we call 

zero. When we say zero, usually we mean that plus and minus have completely 

unified with each other. We say that the condition of the origin is zero. In order 

for the condition of the origin, the zero condition to manifest a new condition of 

the origin, a new perfect complete world of dharma, the zero condition acts, and 

it does this activity of plus and minus meeting each other. The plus activity has 
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taken off from its origin. The minus activity has also taken off from her origin, 

and then they met each other. But when we teach, we are very careful to 

caution you to remember that plus and minus are doing their activities in the 

same world. It is in no way the case that plus acts in a separate world, and minus 

acts in her separate world. They are acting together in one world. We say that 

when the situation arises in which plus has arrives at the origin of minus and 

minus has arrived at the origin of plus, when this has happened, also an 

imperfect zero, an imperfect great cosmos has appeared within the world of 

zero.  

 Tathagata Zen calls this imperfect condition that has appeared the very 

beginning of an existence. Of course this is the teaching of Buddhism as well. So 

we say that if we posit an "I am" self on both the plus and minus activities, then 

in this situation, we would say that it is no longer possible for plus and minus to 

directly see each other. Plus has arrived at minus’s origin, and minus has arrived 

at the origin of plus, and then simultaneously they do an about-face and turn 

around, and look back into their world, but minus and plus cannot directly see 

each other at this point. What they can see is the child of zero, this imperfect 

condition of zero. The husband can’t see wife. The wife can’t see the husband. 

What they can see is their child. The teaching of Buddhism says that when plus 

and minus arrive at each other’s origins and do this about-face, then, will-lessly, 

just following the natural principle, it undoubtedly comes to pass that within 

both plus and minus arises the desire to return to their own origin. Plus wants to 

go back to his origin and minus wants to go back to her origin. But, although they 

want to return to their own original origins, they cannot see their original origins, 
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because in the way is this imperfect activity of zero, imperfect cosmos.  

 When I tell this kind of story, I wonder what a modern astronomer might 

think of it, or a modern cosmologist. Not being one of those, I don’t know. But 

anyway, the plus and minus activities do begin to try to return to their own 

home. They begin to try to return to their own, shall we say, original face. What 

does it really mean to say that plus and minus cannot directly see back to their 

own original origins after they’ve broken through this first meeting? What does 

it mean to say that the only thing that they can see is their child? The child is in 

the way. The child is obstructing them from returning to their original homes. 

When you really think about it carefully, the answer, the response that 

Tathagata Zen comes up with is to say that in this situation, plus and minus both 

have only experienced half of the entire universe. When the plus activity 

experiences the world of minus for the first time, he experiences zero, and 

similarly, when the minus activity experiences the world of plus, she experiences 

zero, but both of them, in this situation, have only experienced half of zero. But 

it’s very difficult to actually contemplate this for yourself, even if you become a 

professional zazener, and done zazen for five or seven or eight years, it’s very 

difficult to give birth to the wisdom that really knows this.  

 Although I'm telling you this story, I can’t really expect you to be able to 

give me a clear answer. I can’t demand an answer of you yet. In this situation, 

when plus and minus have arrived at each other’s origin, and we say that they 

both have experienced half of the world of zero, that means that plus has 

experienced the world of zero through doing the plus activity, and minus has 
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experienced the world of zero through doing the minus activity. You have to give 

birth to the wisdom that really knows this. If we posit the activity of 

consciousness on the activities of plus and minus, we say that when they have 

arrived at each other’s origin, then they have done an incomplete activity of 

consciousness. You have to really understand this principle at least, that in this 

situation neither plus nor minus can see the entire world. They can only see the 

child which is in between them.  

 From the perspective of the child, the child is existing, being embraced by 

both the inside and the outside. The child, in other words, this very beginning of 

an existent thing, is existing, being embraced by the plus activity, which has 

experienced the outside world and arrived at the origin of the outside, and the 

minus activity, which has experienced the inside world and arrived at the origin 

of inside. But at this point, this born child has not yet developed the function of 

consciousness. This condition is the condition where, maybe we can say that 

even feeling has not been manifest, although maybe we can also say that a small 

amount of feeling has already been manifest. Of course, in this condition of the 

origin, the activity is happening without any function of consciousness, without 

any will, and so of course the child which has appeared here in this condition of 

the origin also does not assert any "I am" self.  

 When plus and minus do the activity of returning to their original origins, 

from the opposite’s origins, again they will meet each other, and when they 

meet each other, mutually, together they will grasp up the child that’s in 

between them. At the same time as they meet each other, at once the child is 

gone, and they are directly facing each other again. This is when the minus 
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activity, which is now doing the activity of plus, can return to her original origin. 

The plus activity arrived at the origin of minus through doing the plus activity, 

but then he transforms himself, incarnates himself, and does the minus activity, 

and doing the minus activity, he again meets the minus activity, who as well has 

incarnated herself into the plus activity, and they again mutually grab up the 

child so that the child is gone, they meet each other, break through that 

meeting, and then both return to their original sources. Again, if we give the 

activities of plus and minus the function of consciousness, it is only here, when 

they have arrived back at their original home, that they know that they’ve 

experienced the total world of zero.  

 In Tathagata Zen we say that here, a new universe has been born. Here, a 

new dharma-kaya world has been born. It’s no small thing to really manifest the 

wisdom that knows that this thing that we’re calling the condition of the origin is 

never fixated, is always acting to manifest a new, fresh condition of the origin. 

Even if you’ve practiced for two or three years, it’s not an easy thing to really 

get. Getting back to this first meeting of plus and minus, when they broke 

through each other, and through that breakthrough they gave birth to what I call 

the child, of course that condition of the child, that imperfect condition is what 

we call the sentient world, the world that all sentient beings live in. The teaching 

of Buddhism says that as this activity repeats, over and over again, that condition 

of the imperfect zero will develop, will grow until it knows that it is the present 

moment and it has been manifest within the world of past, present and future.  

 This morning I told you this story about past, present and future being 

manifest within the world of zero, and I know I've told you that same story many 
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times. Anyway, this dharma activity continues to act, and it manifests the 

dharma worlds, the dharma-dhatus of level two, three, four, five, and on and on. 

The content of those dharma worlds is the activity of zero. What I'm asking you 

is to study seriously, so that you can understand clearly for yourself that in this 

case it’s the plus activity which is taking the initiative, being helped by the minus 

activity, and through that process, new dharma worlds, new dharma-kayas are 

manifest. The plus and minus activities, don’t forget, are opposing each other, 

and so inevitably, naturally, the plus activity gets tired of taking the initiative in 

this activity, so, without fail, the condition in which he says, “There’s no need for 

me to be doing this leading activity any more,“ will arise. But it’s very difficult to 

really understand this basic principle, and so in Tathagata Zen, zen masters come 

up with all sorts of different koans in order to try to explain it.  

 One example that we give for you to study is the example of 

mountain-climbing. When you climb a mountain, of course you’re going to get 

tired. The reason why, inevitably you get tired when you climb a mountain is 

because the plus activity is the expanding activity. He’s the one who is climbing 

the mountain, and he does his expanding activity, but simultaneously the minus 

activity is also acting, and saying, “Why climb? There’s no need to climb that 

mountain. Why don’t you just stay here, at the bottom?” The reason why this 

condition of tiredness inevitably appears is because it’s the natural principle of 

things for it to appear. So if you start thinking that climbing up the mountain, 

plus activity is the good one, and the not wanting to climb up the mountain, 

minus activity is the bad one, or the opposite, then you’re talking nonsense. 
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That’s something that has nothing to do with the basic principle which I'm trying 

to explain. But, if you try to get into the perspective of the plus activity, who’s 

trying to climb the mountain, the activity which is trying to affirm the self, then I 

suppose the minus activity, who is obstructing this mountain-climbing activity, 

would be the devil. But, when you get tired and you rest, then you will be 

refreshed and be full of energy again.  

 The reason why we get refreshed, the reason why this being filled with 

energy occurs, is that when the plus activity gets tired and rests, what has 

happened is that he’s manifested oneness with the minus activity, he’s 

manifested the complete world of zero with the minus activity, and that’s why 

he’s refreshed. The plus activity gets exhausted over and over again, and rests 

over and over again, and his exhaustion gets cured over and over again, and 

finally he arrives at the very summit of the mountain. Up there at the very top of 

the mountain, there’s no need for the plus activity to do the activity of climbing, 

there’s no more place for him to climb, so he rests. When this occurs, the minus 

activity cannot activity cannot stay separate from the plus activity. Undoubtedly 

she will do the activity of becoming one with the plus activity, and so plus and 

minus together are resting at the top of the mountain. The world of the summit 

is a world which has no will, the world which has no thought, and in this world, 

it’s the minus activity who wakes up first, and she takes the initiative in the 

activity of the summit, and the plus activity must wake up and follow her. This is 

what we call the activity of zero at the summit.  

 One way to teach what heaven is is to say that heaven is when the 
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mountain has been climbed, the summit has been attained, and plus and minus 

have rested; and then minus is the one who wakes up and takes the lead, and is 

followed by plus. In this condition of the summit, this is an activity, a condition 

which has no consciousness in it. This is a condition in which a new zero, a new 

cosmos is being manifest. The teaching of Buddhism actually is to say that these 

new universes, these new absolute space manifestations have been manifest 

through levels two, three, four, five, on and on. There’s no limit to the number of 

these universes which have been manifest. They are uncountable. Until finally, 

as I said before, the condition is reached in which expanding doesn’t need to be 

done any more.  

 As the dharma activity, as the tatha-aagata activity acts, and manifests all 

of these different levels of the perfect dharma activity at level one, two, three, 

four and five, and on and on, we say that each one of these manifestations at 

each one of these levels is the perfect self, and so they are equal, and so you 

have to manifest the consciousness that clearly knows that two equals three and 

three equals four. Everybody will agree to this I think, these days at least, 

because everyone has at least studied a little bit of math, and everybody knows 

that two equals zero, and three equals zero, and four equals zero. If you 

understand that, of course you can understand that two plus three equals zero. 

The reason for this is because three plus two equals five, but five equals zero. 

But why can’t you seem to think about it this way? The reason why you can’t 

come up with this kind of thinking is because you have a fixated "I am" self. But if 

I go on and say that two times zero is zero and three times zero is zero, and five 

times zero is zero, then maybe finally you’ll agree with me. You’re always saying 
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that you don’t know and you don’t understand, but from my point of view it’s 

only because you fixate your "I am" self that you can’t even understand 

mathematics. That’s why I'm always putting everybody down and saying, “Even 

you scholars don’t even know the thing that you’re supposed to be experts 

about.” The reason why you’re always getting put down is because even though 

you know that three times zero is zero, you can’t seem to manifest zero yourself. 

I don’t have any choice but to put you down. Within the process of one perfect 

self manifesting a new perfect self, the human world is manifest, and because 

you fixate that human world, you cannot manifest the wisdom that truly knows 

that three equals zero.  

 Okay, so let’s get onto something else. We say that, inevitably the 

wisdom will arise that sees that everything is equal, because everything does 

manifest the perfect self, and those perfect selves are all equal. The teaching of 

Buddhism is to say that when the ultimately large condition is manifest, in other 

words, when the ultimately large self is manifest, that means that self, that 

condition, has all of the previous conditions of levels two, three, four, five, six, 

seven, eight, nine, ten, etc. as its content. To manifest the wisdom that 

everything is equal is also to manifest the wisdom that everything is your 

content, and the manifestation of this sort of wisdom is what we call the 

manifestation of the wisdom that knows true love, the manifestation of the 

wisdom of love. As I've told you so many times before, when we say the 

manifestation of true love, we mean plus and minus unifying and facing with 

each other, without will, over and over. When the zero activity is manifest, as I 
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just said, that is the manifestation of the wisdom which knows that everything is 

equal and everything is your content, and, as I also just said, that is what we call 

the manifestation of true love. It’s this teaching called Buddhism which teaches 

about this manifestation of true love.  

 But Buddhism also teaches that when we talk about manifesting true 

love, it’s not just one activity. The reason why we say that there isn’t just one 

manifestation of true love is that, for example, the condition that I have now 

been talking about is the condition of the ultimately large manifestation of love. 

This ultimately large manifestation of love was first manifest through the plus 

activity taking the lead, and expanding to the limit of expansion, but then it’s the 

minus activity, it’s the female activity which is leading in the activity of the 

ultimately large manifestation of love itself. We say that this ultimately large 

manifestation of love, in which minus is leading, and plus is following that lead, is 

a condition that has become pregnant with children. The condition of pregnancy 

gets bigger until, without fail, the season of the birth of children is arrived at. The 

condition of pregnancy gets bigger and bigger until, inevitably the condition of 

the separation of subject and object is manifest, meaning that the children are 

born. This child born here has been born from the ultimately large condition. If 

we call the ultimately large condition 100, then this child is manifesting itself as 

99.99999, almost as big as the ultimately large condition. All of you, having 

studied mathematics, should easily be able to understand.  

 If you understand that the ultimately large condition has been manifest 

from the ultimately small condition getting bigger and bigger, then you should 

be able to understand this. This self, which is manifest at 99.99999, has been 
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born from the condition of 100, but even though she is almost as big as the 100 

she’s been born from, that condition in which the minus activity was taking the 

lead, and so she receives the personality, the character of the minus activity, and 

so she has the personality of negating the self. This is a self which is manifest, 

vowing to do the activity of negating the self, because she has the character of 

self-negation, she has the character of contraction. Finally, in the end, this self 

inevitably will arrive at the condition where she doesn’t need to do the activity 

of dying any more. We can say that in this process, dying, in contrast to living, is 

what is being done, and without fail she will arrive at this condition where dying 

doesn’t need to be done any more. Of course, that is the condition of the 

ultimately small, the ultimately small cosmos. Then it rests.  

 After this rest, it’s the plus activity that wakes up and takes the lead 

within this ultimately small cosmos. It’s the plus activity which leads in the 

manifestation of this ultimately small cosmos. The minus activity follows the plus 

activity within this world of the ultimately small zero, this ultimately small world, 

and in this ultimately small world, there is no "I am" self. It’s an activity which 

has no self, has no will. When the ultimately small world is manifest, it’s a 

manifestation that has absolutely no function of consciousness. It’s a 

manifestation of perfect zero. So we say that from all of this teaching, you 

should be able to know that both the ultimately large and the ultimately small 

are zero. Following from this, if we say that heaven is the ultimately large and 

hell is the ultimately small, both heaven and hell are zero. So, getting back to 

when I said that there’s not just one manifestation of true love, of course what I 
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meant is that there’s a manifestation of true love through the living activity 

taking the lead at the ultimately large, and there’s also a manifestation of true 

love through the dying activity, the ultimately small. Everyone loves to talk about 

love, but we want to remind you that when it comes to love, there’s the true 

love which is manifest through the plus activity, through the living activity, as the 

true love which has the point of view of the plus activity, and there’s the true 

love which is manifest through the minus activity, the dying activity, and has this 

point of view. In Buddhism, we call the activity of love through living the living 

activity of love, the activity of love which is manifest through living, karuna, and 

the activity of love which is manifest through the dying activity, maitri.  

 When we look at existent things, there are many, many existent things 

which are really suffering, really struggling. Buddhism talks about a bodhisattva 

that does the activity of karuna, and this kind of bodhisattva, doing the activity 

of the living activity’s love, doing the activity of karuna, together with those 

people who are suffering, leads them to the condition of not needing to do living 

any more. This bodhisattva will be manifest. We also say that when it comes to 

dying, everybody’s terrified of dying, and so we say that there will be a savior to 

come and take away your fear, there will be a bodhisattva that will be manifest 

to take away your fear and lead you to the condition of not needing to do dying 

any more. That is Maitri. The bodhisattva that helps you do the dying activity is 

the Maitri Bodhisattva.  

 Actually there are many different bodhisattvas, but we can say is that 

Kannon bodhisattva is one of the bodhisattvas that helps you do the living 
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activity. That’s why this bodhisattva, Kannon, that helps you do the living 

activity, is so popular, even in Japan, the most popular one. Especially among the 

young women, Kannon is very popular. But for the old folks, Kannon becomes 

not as popular, and Maitri becomes more popular. But there’s another name for 

another bodhisattva, which we call, the Great Bodhisattva, and that bodhisattva 

helps us to do both the living activity and the dying activity. That bodhisattva 

does both karuna and maitri. That Dai-bosatsu, that Great Bodhisattva, is Jizo 

Bodhisattva. That Jizo, whether it’s really freezing out or really hot out, never 

puts on a hat. He just sticks his bald head out there, and he’s just always there. 

Jizo is the one who appears in the world of children and plays with them, and 

also appears in the world of young people and adults and old people. He appears 

in all these worlds. There’s no way that I can see him without telling him myself, 

personally, “Thank you. Thanks for all your hard work.”  

 God seems to be necessary for something to be called a religion. When 

we look at the history of religion, I think, I haven’t really studied it that carefully, 

but I think it’s fair to say that this habit of fixating the existence of God didn’t 

come into being until about the fourteenth century. (I'm sorry. I don’t know if 

the previous translation was wrong or not, but anyway,) when it comes to God, 

we also have a God called Brahma, and that God was thought to be the truth. 

That God was thought to unify everything, and people thought of that Brahma 

God in a fixated way, even before the birth of Buddhism. But Siddhartha, who 

was later called the Buddha, cried out in his realization, and said, “Brahma is not 

a fixated thing.”  
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 If you call this being the Supreme Being or the Absolute Being, that’s fine, 

but the moment that you fixate this Supreme Being, then you become the slave 

of it. You mustn’t become the slave of the Supreme Being. The person who 

founded Buddhism, Siddhartha, cried out that if there is a God, that God is doing 

the activity of zero. Even in the old days, now it should be clear to you too, that 

the correct way to grasp this Mu that Joshu said is to understand it as the activity 

of zero. But the moment it’s a Mu that’s lop-sided toward Mu, then it’s a Mu 

which is in contrast, which is opposing U. There are times when Mu is opposing 

U, but don’t fixate those times, because inevitably the two will become one. 

Buddhism goes on to say that that condition of oneness also is not fixated, that 

without fail, the condition of zero, the condition of oneness will break apart 

again, and right in the body of zero, past, present and future will be manifest, 

and so we should never fixate the existence of God. If we do, it’s a big mistake. If 

we do, we are insulting God. Sometimes we want to say, “My stomach really 

hurts. Oh God, help me.” But when you say that, you’ve already fixated your "I 

am" self. That’s why you can say, “Oh God, please help me.” When you’re 

suffering, it’s true that you’re really suffering, so what should you do? There’s 

nothing to do but just say, “Suffering.” To say, “Oh God, please help me,” comes 

way after that. People will  cry out, “Maybe I'm going to die. Oh God, please 

help me.” In Buddhism we say that the moment you fixate yourself, already you 

will be making an object of God. When you’re suffering, it’s more than enough 

just to think, “Suffering.”  

 From all of this, I hope that, at least intellectually you can understand 
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what is being talked about in this koan of Joshu’s Mu. Next I'll give teisho on this 

comment of Mumon. I guess comment is a good translation, because it’s written 

here. This opinion of Mumon on this koan, but I think we’ve come to time for 

today, so I probably shouldn’t start it yet. But through reading Mumon’s 

comment we can get a different perspective on this koan, and really come to 

more deeply understand what true love is.  

 

終 

the end 

 


